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Quantum information processing with space-
division multiplexing optical fibres
Guilherme B. Xavier1* & Gustavo Lima2,3*

The optical fibre is an essential tool for our communication infrastructure since it is the main

transmission channel for optical communications. The latest major advance in optical fibre

technology is space-division multiplexing, where new fibre designs and components establish

multiple co-existing data channels based on light propagation over distinct transverse optical

modes. Simultaneously, there have been many recent developments in the field of quantum

information processing, with novel protocols and devices in areas such as computing and

communication. Here, we review recent results in quantum information based on space-

division multiplexing optical fibres, and discuss new possibilities based on this technology.

Quantum information processing is a field that has seen tremendous growth over the
many years since Richard Feynman’s seminal talk on the use of quantum computers
to simulate physical systems1. When information bits are encoded on individual

or entangled quantum states, a gain over traditional systems can be seen for some information
processing tasks. A famous example is the well-known Shor’s algorithm for prime number
factorisation running on a quantum computer, where an impressive reduction in resources is
obtained when compared to classical algorithms2. Another major application of quantum
information processing is in communication security, where the fact that unknown quantum
states cannot be faithfully cloned3 is exploited to detect the presence of an eavesdropper. This
concept was used as the core foundation behind quantum key distribution (QKD), a commu-
nication protocol designed to distribute random private keys among remote parties4,5. As the
first application to showcase in practice the benefits of quantum information processing, QKD
has experienced huge developments ever since6–9. QKD is part of a more general family of
protocols called quantum communications, which include other schemes such as quantum
teleportation and entanglement swapping10,11, aiming to be the communication backbone
supporting future networks of quantum computers12,13.

During the last decades a number of technological features were developed by the tele-
communication community in order to support the continuous increase in demand for more
transmission bandwidth over a communication channel. These developments have been moti-
vated by several applications that have cropped up along the years, from the internet to social
networking and high-quality on-demand video streaming. Arguably the optical fibre has played a
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major role in the success of the telecommunication infrastructure,
mainly due to its high transparency and high-bandwidth sup-
port14. Technologies such as wavelength division multiplexing15,
and the erbium doped fibre amplifier16 have been major catalysts
to the extremely high capacities and ultra-long transmission
distances available today. The latest technological drive towards
maintaining the bandwidth growth is called space-division mul-
tiplexing (SDM), and it consists of employing the transverse
spatial properties of a light beam to multiplex information and
increase the data capacity17. SDM nowadays routinely allows
hundreds of Tbit s−1 of transmission capacity18, ensuring that the
bandwidth demand can keep growing.

In photonic quantum information processing, different degrees-
of-freedom of a single-photon such as polarisation, frequency and
its transverse momentum, are used for encoding quantum systems
of arbitrary dimension19–21. Of particular interest, for instance, is
the strategy that relies on encoding a quantum system in terms of
the transverse optical modes available, which provides versatility to
define high-dimensional Hilbert spaces22–26. It has already been
proven to be useful for quantum information processing with
photonic integrated circuits19,27–29, aimed at improving the
robustness and compactness of experimental setups. However,
remarkably, propagation over optical fibres for such quantum states
has been a major challenge due to the fact that many optical fibres
are designed to support only the fundamental gaussian propagation
mode. Although multi-mode fibres exist, they support hundreds of
modes, requiring complex auxiliary optoelectronic systems to
reconstruct the original wavefront30. Fortunately, SDM optical
fibres and components can be used to cover this gap. In this topical
review we go through the different SDM technologies, and cover a
number of key experiments that have recently shown the advan-
tages and new possibilities that this technology offers for quantum
information processing. We also tackle the complex problem of
successful integration of quantum communication systems with
classical telecommunication networks31–33, by discussing the more
recent SDM optical fibre-based network infrastructure.

Space-division multiplexing technology for optical
communications
Space-division multiplexing optical fibres. A typical tele-
communication optical fibre is a cylindrical dielectric silica
waveguide composed of a core and the surrounding cladding,
possessing extremely low losses (<0.2 dB km−1 at 1550 nm)14. A
major advance for increasing transmission capacity was achieved
when multiple data channels were multiplexed using different
wavelengths over a single fibre, a technique called wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM)15. Although WDM, together with
other technologies, has been incredibly successful in sustaining
the internet growth, optical fibres are nevertheless reaching their
maximum capacities17. A promising avenue to continue
expanding data rates over the fibre-optical infrastructure is to
explore different transverse optical modes of a light beam to
multiplex data channels, thus increasing the spatial data density.
This technique is the spatial analogue of WDM, and aptly named
space-division multiplexing17.

Any fibre that can support more than one transverse optical
mode of propagation is, in principle, suitable for SDM. Different
types of SDM optical fibre can be seen in Box 1a. The most direct
approach is to embed several single-mode cores in a single fibre
cladding, thus producing a multi-core fibre (MCF)34,35. If the
transverse core separation is larger than ~40 μm, the attenuation
of cross-coupled optical power between the cores exceeds several
tens of dBs, and thus they can be approximated as independent
fibres in most applications. These fibres are referred to as weakly-
coupled MCFs35, and the main advantage is that multiple-input

multiple-output receivers36 are not needed for detection of the
spatial channels. The price to be paid is a lower spatial channel
density, since the cladding diameter cannot be much larger than
approximately 200 μm to avoid rupture due to bending37.
Nevertheless successful results have recently been obtained for
19-core weakly-coupled MCFs38. In order to minimise inter-core
coupling, lower refractive-index “trenches” or holes are often used
around the cores (Box 1b), at the once again expense of lower
spatial density.

Another alternative is to use a fibre with a single core, but which
is capable of supporting more than one transverse mode for light
propagation39. Standard telecommunication multi-mode optical
fibres are actually not very useful in this regard since they support
many propagation modes requiring multiple-input multiple-
output detection systems with extremely high complexities35.
Recently, significant progress has been achieved using fibres that
only support a few linearly polarised (LP) transverse modes of
propagation (typically 3 or 6), the so-called few-mode fibres40,41.
The main difference with a single-mode fibre is a larger core area,
and borrowing from multi-mode fibre technology, parabolic
refractive index profiles can be used to minimise mode group
velocity dispersion (Box 1b). With only a few modes present
intermodal crosstalk is limited and thus multiple-input multiple-
output decoding is feasible. Significant progress has been made
recently, combining MCFs with few-mode fibre technology,
yielding fibres with multiple cores where each core can support
a few modes (few-mode-MCFs, see Box 1a)42. Due to an increased
spatial channel density, these fibres can greatly increase the
transmission capacity43. Finally, owing to their multi-core nature,
and due to the fact that the higher-order modes have a larger
mode field diameter than the fundamental linearly polarised
(LP01) mode, lower refractive index trenches are also employed to
minimise cross-talk from adjacent cores42,43.

The last strategy for space-division multiplexing of data
channels has been the use of transverse optical modes carrying
orbital angular momentum (OAM)44. A Laguerre-Gaussian beam
carries discrete orbital orthogonal angular momentum modes
characterised by an integer l, called the topological charge. Each
associated photon carries an OAM of lħ, where ħ is Planck’s
constant divided by 2π45. Recently, OAM-encoded beams have
been used for space-division multiplexing and to demonstrate the
possibility of Tbit s−1 data rates over free-space links46. Following
that, demonstrations of the transmission of these beams over
optical fibres with high-index ring refractive index profiles were
reported47, thus expanding the toolbox of such optical modes
towards fibre communications. These fibres are usually referred
to as ring- or air-core fibres48,49, due to their characteristic high
refractive-index ring profile (Box 1b).

Table 1 lists relevant properties of SDM fibres that were
reported in some recent experiments. Modal crosstalk refers to
the possibility that a single-photon leaks from one spatial mode to
another during propagation. The modal delay is relevant since
spatially encoded single-photon quantum states are typically
encoded in terms of a modal superposition and, therefore, may
suffer decoherence effects depending on this delay. Chromatic
dispersion is more of a concern when short pulses are used.

Multiplexers and demultiplexers. Multiplexers and demulti-
plexers (also commonly called fan-in and fan-out devices
respectively) are employed to combine and split different data
streams into corresponding spatial channels in an SDM fibre.
Here we try to focus on passive components that can already be
implemented directly integrated within the fibres or through
photonic chips (i.e. without resorting to bulk optical elements).
All passive SDM components take N independent single-mode
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input fibres, and map them onto a particular mode on the SDM
fibre. For MCFs, mux/demuxes can be directly constructed using
integrated waveguides written three-dimensionally onto silica
chips using ultrafast laser writing50. The appropriate fibres are
then connected to the chip. Alternatively, discrete components
(based on fibre bundles or compact lenses for example) may be
used51,52. For few-mode fibres, devices called photonic lanterns
are normally used53, where the input single-mode fibres are
tapered together (in parallel) ending in a multi-mode fibre at the
other end. If the single-mode fibres have slightly different sized
cores, then a mode-selective lantern can be built54, yielding
considerably better mode excitation/separation than using iden-
tical single-mode inputs/outputs. Lanterns built onto integrated
photonic chips have also been developed, allowing better inte-
gration possibilities55. For OAM-carrying optical modes, there
are demultiplexers, typically called mode sorters, and they have
been done mostly using bulk optic components/active ele-
ments56,57. Recently, significant progress has been made towards
all-fibre OAM sorters, thus making possible the use of compact
and passive multiplexing elements for OAM carrying optical
modes as well58. Finally, fan-in/fan-out units for few-mode-MCF
fibres can also be constructed in integrated photonics chips
resorting to the 3D-femtosecond laser writing technique and
integrated lanterns59. In Table 1 some examples of recently

reported multiplexers and demultiplexers for the main SDM fibre
types are reported, with some physical parameters. Of particular
interest for system designers is the insertion loss and the expected
crosstalk between the different spatial modes.

Quantum information with SDM fibres
High-dimensional quantum key distribution over SDM fibres.
Many fundamental and applied tasks in quantum information
benefit when d-dimensional (d > 2) quantum systems (qudits) are
employed, such as larger violations of Bell inequalities, improve-
ment of communication complexity problems, QKD without signal
monitoring and entanglement certification in the presence of higher
noise60–64. The drawback is that more detection outputs are needed.
One popular realisation for high-dimensional photonic quantum
information processing is path encoding22,23,25,28,62,65. A d-
dimensional path-encoded qudit has the general form
jψi ¼ 1

ffiffiffi

C
p

Pd
d¼0 e

ϕd jdi, where |d〉 represents the dth path, ϕd is the
relative phase in path d and C the normalisation constant. A direct
advantage gained in quantum communication when using qudits is
increasing the transmission rate of QKD systems66, due to the fact
that we can encode log2d bits onto a d-dimensional quantum state.
This is a similar approach to what has always been done to increase
the number of bits sent per symbol in classical communication

Box 1 | Space-division multiplexing (SDM) optical fibres

a) Cross-section schematics of four key types of SDM fibres. b) Simplified transverse relative refractive index profile Δn as a function of radial distance
a, taken along the dashed line in the corresponding cross-sections in a). The dashed red lines indicate geometry variations for specific fibre types
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systems67. This technique is particularly useful, when it becomes
too resource-intensive to simply increase the transmission rate by
employing faster modulation and demodulation/detection through
opto-electronic devices. For instance, in the scenario of high repe-
tition rates and low losses (i.e. tens of kilometres propagation dis-
tance), that is, when the detectors are limited by their dead times,
then employing higher-dimensional systems is the only way to
improve the detection rate68.

QKD’s goal is to generate a shared secret string of bits (a key)
between spatially separated parties (usually referred to as Alice
and Bob) through the transmission of properly encoded single-
photons5. Current experiments in optical fibres can reach
distances over 400 kms69, and generate a few Mbit/s of final
sifted key rate over metropolitan distances70. The security of
QKD relies on the simple fact that an unknown quantum system
cannot be faithfully cloned3, and this is explored in the well
known BB84 protocol4. Alice randomly chooses a quantum state
to be transmitted and Bob does a random measurement on it,
while recording the result. After many such rounds, Alice and
Bob perform classical reconciliation and post-processing proce-
dures to distill a shared secret key. Many factors affect the key
generation rate, from the channel losses, the optical quality of the
setup to the physical specifications of the detectors.

BB84-based proof-of-principle high-dimensional quantum key
distribution (HD-QKD) experiments were already performed many
years ago relying on the linear transverse momentum of single-
photons71. The two employed bases consisted of imaging and
Fourier optical systems (by changing the appropriate lenses). The
main limitation of this scheme is that the states had to be manually
prepared and measured by changing the lenses and moving
pinholes. An important next step occurred when spatial light
modulators were used, capable of dynamically generating sets of
parallel slits, which allowed the encoding of a high-dimensional
qudit onto a single-photon propagating through these slits72,73. This
was then combined with synchronised Field Programmable Gate
Array electronics to perform the first automated BB84 session in
higher-dimensions using attenuated optical pulses74. Here a QKD

session using path-encoded 16-dimensional quantum states was
realised by dynamically using the spatial light modulators to
prepare and measure the states, allowing 4 bits to be sent in each
round. On the other hand, there has been considerable effort to
implement HD-QKD using OAM encoding strategies through free-
space75, which was also later done with a fully automated setup76

and even over free-space intra-city channels77.
One major challenge remained in order to implement spatial

HD-QKD over optical fibres: the difficulty of preserving the phase
wavefront of the single-photons during propagation through fibres.
Some efforts had been done a few years ago using a 30-cm-long
photonic crystal fibre78, which is unfortunately not practical for
long-distance propagation. The parallel development of SDM fibres
came to change this paradigm, since spatial-mode-supporting fibres
became widely available at a reasonable cost. Two experiments
performed simultaneously kick-started this trend. In the first
(Fig. 1a79) a 300-m-long four-core fibre was used to perform a HD-
QKD session using deformable mirrors as the phase modulators,
yielding improvements over the previous efforts with spatial light
modulators74. This result is the longest distance ever reported for
the transmission of path-qudit states, showing that MCFs can be
used for high-fidelity propagation over distances of practical
interest. The other experiment also showed a successful HD-QKD
session using a 4-core fibre, but with Alice and Bob’s hardware fully
implemented on integrated silicon photonics circuits80 (Fig. 1b).
Thermal elements on the chip were employed to perform active
modulation. Both experiments also carried out rigorous security
analyses showing that much longer distances could be achieved
while still being capable of positive secret key rates. It was also
shown that MCFs can be used to deliver keys in parallel choosing
separate sets of cores81. More recently, ring-core-type fibres have
also been employed for remote QKD sessions using OAM encoded
qudits. The first one (Fig. 1c) was actually done in a 2-dimensional
space over a 60m vortex fibre with no active state preparation82,
while the second one (Fig. 1d) employed hybrid polarisation/OAM
states to perform an HD-QKD session using ququarts over 1.2-km-
long air-core fibre83.

Table 1 Physical parameters of some spatial multiplexers/demultiplexers and space-division multiplexing (SDM) optical fibres.

SDM fibres

Type Loss (dB km−1) Modal crosstalk (dB km−1) Modal delay (ns km−1) Chromatic dispersion (ps nm−1 km−1) Reference

MCF 0.285 −57 a 20 38

MCF 0.23 −73 a a 100

FMF a a 2.4 a 96

FMF 0.2 −10 1.5 × 10−3 20 41

FM-MCF 0.3 −40 4.6 23–28 42,43

Vortex 1.6 −20 a 0.6 47

Air-core 1 −18 12.5 a 97

Multiplexers/demultiplexers

Common in/output Type # Modes Loss (dB) Modal crosstalk (dB) Reference

MCF Spliced fibre bundle 7 0.35 −64 51

MCF Bulk optics 7 0.6 −50 52

MCF Integrated optics 121 7 (average) a 50

FMF Fibre taper 3 0.6 > −10 54

FMF Integrated optics 3 1 −25 to −37 55

Ring-core Bulk optics 11 > 5 a 56

Ring-core Bulk optics 50 1.25 −7 57

Ring-core Fibre taper 4 3.8 > −10 58

FM-MCF Integrated optics 12 1.8 (average) −14 to −25 59

“Common in/output" stands for the SDM fibre to be connected to the multi/demultiplexer, which can be multi-core fibre (MCF), few-mode fibre (FMF), few-mode multi-core fibre (FM-MCF) or
ring-core/vortex fibre
aStands for “not applicable” or data not explicitly provided and dB for decibels
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Entanglement distribution. The successful distribution of pho-
tonic entanglement over long optical fibres is an important opera-
tional toolbox in quantum information. Many experiments have
been performed using different degrees of freedom of a single-
photon over optical fibres, mainly using polarisation84–87 and
energy-time/time-bin88–91. For many years the distribution of
spatial entanglement (i.e., entanglement between quantum systems
encoded in terms of the transverse optical modes of light) over
optical fibres has been out of reach. This has been mainly due to the
fact that (i) single-mode fibres, by their very nature, do not support
more than one spatial mode; and (ii) mode coupling scrambles the
multi-mode spatial state during propagation. Nevertheless, sig-
nificant progress has been made recently using both custom-made
and standard commercially available optical fibres. In common, all
experiments employ fibres that support only a few spatial modes, in
order to minimise significant mode coupling.

The first experiment to be able to propagate spatially entangled
photons employed a 30-cm long hollow-core photonic crystal
fibre to transmit one of the photons of the pair, while successfully
measuring a Bell inequality violation over the pair of qubits78.
This was an important first step demonstrating the feasibility of
distributing spatially entangled states, but the use of specialty
fibres hampers practical use. This was improved upon with
standard polarisation maintaining fibres that were used as few-
mode fibres (by working with single-photons at 810 nm), and
then two of the three possible linearly polarised modes in the fibre
were used for each single-photon of the pair (LP01 and the even
LP11 mode)92.

Nevertheless, one immediate advantage of resorting to spatial
entanglement is the possibility of reaching higher-dimensional
Hilbert spaces. When combined with fibre propagation, this allows
the execution of more interesting high-dimensional quantum
information tasks, where physical separation between parties who
do not share line-of-sight is no longer a restriction. Going in this
direction more recent experiments have taken direct advantage of
the possibilities allowed by newly developed SDM hardware. As
shown by H. J. Lee et al.93, 4-dimensional spatial entanglement has
been distributed over short-distances (30 cm) 4-core fibres.
Entanglement was verified through quantum state tomography,

and this was later expanded to a Bell inequality test94 (Fig. 2a).
Another experiment taking direct advantage of SDM fibres was95,
where a 1-km-long FMF was used to test if polarisation and time-
bin entanglement can be propagated through the different modes.

Very recent progress has also shown the propagation of OAM
entangled quantum states over optical fibres. One of the photons
of a 3-dimensional OAM entangled state was successfully
propagated over a 1-km step-index fibre96, supporting up to six
linearly polarised modes (Fig. 2b). The employed fibre required
careful alignment of the input axis in order to properly excite and
later decode the OAM modes. This experiment also featured
compensation of modal dispersion, which is necessary as the fibre
length increases, even more so for entangled states produced by
down-conversion processes, due to the typical low temporal
coherence involved. Another experiment started with a
polarisation-entangled photon pair, where one of the photons
gets further encoded with a superposition of OAM modes (vector
vortex mode) to generate hybrid three-qubit entanglement97. The
hybrid-encoded photon is transmitted through a 5-m-long air-
core fibre, showing that hybrid high-dimensional entanglement
can be propagated over SDM fibres. Then, another experiment
demonstrated hybrid OAM/polarisation entanglement with one
of the photons propagated through 250 m of single-mode telecom
fibre, which works as a few-mode fibre at the working wavelength
in the experiment of 810 nm98. The main drawback here is the
much greater attenuation (>2 dB/km) when compared to working
with standard SDM few-mode fibres at telecom wavelengths.

Integration with classical telecommunication optical
networks
Compatibility with optical networks is a major driving force for
the widespread deployment of quantum communication31–33.
The next logical step is to ensure compatibility of quantum
communication systems with the next-generation SDM optical
networks. A first proof-of-principle experiment (over a short
distance of 2 m) has shown that space-division multiplexing of a
classical and a quantum channel is possible on a few-mode
fibre99. Then a compatibility experiment between QKD and

Fig. 1 Key experimental demonstrations of quantum key distribution (QKD) with space-division multiplexing optical fibres. a 300-m-long high-
dimensional (HD) QKD session using path-encoding with a 4-core fibre. Reprinted with permission from79. b HD-QKD session with path-encoded states
based on integrated silicon photonic circuits using 4-cores in a 3-m-long fibre. Reprinted with permission from80. c Proof-of-principle QKD demonstration
using 2-dimensional orbital angular momentum (OAM) states through a 60-m vortex (ring-core) fibre. Reprinted with permission from82. d HD-QKD
demonstration using hybrid OAM/polarisation states through 1.2 km air-core fibre. Reprinted with permission from83.
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classical data co-existing in the same fibre using separate cores
over a MCF was carried out (Fig. 3a)100. The centre core was
reserved for the QKD channel, while the side cores were pairwise-
filled with 10 Gbit s−1 data streams from opposite directions. A 7-
core fibre was employed with a relatively high core-to-core dis-
tance (47 μm), such that inter-core crosstalk was rather low at
approximately −60 and −80 dB at the forward and backwards
propagation directly. Nevertheless this crosstalk was still high
enough to ensure that the quantum and classical channels could
not share the same wavelengths on separate cores (Fig. 3b). If

these limitations are taken into account, co-existence between
quantum and classical signals in the same fibre is possible, as with
single-mode fibres. A follow-up study characterised the difference
in impact between trench-assisted and non-trench-assisted
MCFs101, while having the same core-to-core distance in both
fibres (41.1 μm). All cores were simultaneously loaded with high
speed traffic (112 Gbit s−1), at different wavelengths. Non-trench-
assisted-MCFs are interesting to be studied for compatibility,
since they allow a higher core density due to the absence of lower
refractive index trenches surrounding the cores. The results

Fig. 2 High-dimensional distribution of spatially entangled states through space-division multiplexing optical fibres. a High-dimensional Bell inequality
test over multi-core fibres. The spatially entangled single-photons propagate each through 4-core fibres that are 30 cms in length. Reprinted with
permission from94. b Distribution of three-dimensional orbital angular momentum entanglement over a 1-km-long few-mode fibre. This experiment
employed modal dispersion pre-compensation, which is critical when photonic states are encoded across multiple modes of the same core over large
distances. Reprinted with permission from96.

Fig. 3 General overview of co-existence of quantum key distribution (QKD) and classical data channels over space-division multiplexing fibres and key
experiments. a Experiment demonstrating co-existence of QKD and classical data over a multi-core fibre (MCF). Reprinted with permission from Dynes
et al.100. b Wavelength channel allocation in a multi-core fibre. A wavelength is assigned to the QKD channel (in the centre core for example, shown in
orange), and has to be kept free in the adjacent cores (shaded blue) to prevent in-band inter-core crosstalk100–103. The other wavelengths in each core may
be assigned to data channels. c Co-existence experiment of continuous-variable-QKD and classical channels over an MCF. Reprinted with permission
from104. d Spontaneous Raman scattering generated when a classical channel is present in the same core can contaminate a QKD channel. Following
propagation through the core of an MCF, spontaneous Raman scattered photons are produced from a classical channel (pump) over a broad wavelength
range, eventually becoming strong noise to the QKD channel band. After the receiver’s filtering stage, these scattered photons are detected as an increase
in the dark counts of the QKD system, lowering the generated secret key rate. e Experimental demonstration of spontaneous Raman scattering over all
cores of non-trench-assisted and trench-assisted-MCFs. Reprinted with permission from107. I stands for optical intensity, while λ for the wavelength.
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showed that compatibility is also possible, with a larger penalty
imposed by the classical channels on the non-trench-assisted-
MCF, as expected due to the higher cross-talk.

Recently, improved classical channel data rates have been
achieved over a 7-core fibre while simultaneously allocating the
centre core to a QKD channel102. Other works have also studied
the use of a dedicated side-core for QKD while having neigh-
bouring cores filled with classical data103, the inter-core crosstalk
produced from classical channels on MCFs affecting continuous-
variable QKD systems (Fig. 3c)104 and performed detailed mod-
elling on SDM based QKD integration105. Finally, a major increase
in key generation rate has been achieved by sending out parallel
keys over 37 cores of a MCF, while also propagating a 10 Gbit s−1

data stream within each core, wavelength-multiplexed with the
QKD channel106. One important limitation for co-existence is
spontaneous Raman scattering, where photons from classical
channels are inelastically scattered over a broad wavelength
range31. Even if the cross-talk produced from in-band photons can
be fully removed (with high-quality filtering for instance), these
scattered photons will fall back to the QKD channel band over the
fibre link (Fig. 3d). Therefore, the overall system design needs to
take this issue into account32. Recently, spontaneous Raman
scattering has been demonstrated for the first time in each core of
an MCF (Fig. 3e)107, indicating as expected the same limitations
when simultaneously propagating quantum and classical signals in
the same core of an MCF. Table 2 lists relevant quantum infor-
mation experiments using SDM fibres.

Outlook and open challenges
There has been a rapid acceptance of SDM fibres and devices by
the quantum information community with promising results
reported so far. On the one hand the ability of these fibres to
successfully manipulate and propagate high-dimensional quan-
tum states over long distances has proven very fruitful for
quantum information processing. On the other hand, their use for
a number of quantum information protocols will ease the inte-
gration of both quantum and classical network systems based on

the SDM optical fibre infrastructure. In addition to aiming
compatibility with the future SDM optical networks, the results
discussed here show that good control over the spatial domain
has been achieved over optical fibres. This validates the use of
spatial qudits as an alternative to other high-dimensional degrees-
of-freedom, such as time or frequency.

The SDM technologies discussed can already be used to support
a “hybrid internet”, where quantum and classical communication
systems co-exist over the telecommunication SDM fibre-optical
infrastructure (Box 2). Here, as an example, one party (Alice)
wishes to send information encoded on the path of single-photons
(represented by two red arrows) to a remote party (Bob). Other
degrees-of-freedom may be used. Alice and Bob both have quan-
tum nodes, which could be QKD terminals for instance. The
classical traffic is processed in internet exchange points, where
several local data streams are aggregated for transmission over a
high-capacity optical link to another exchange point for delivery.
Two geographically separate routes exist in this example for Alice’s
single-photons to reach Bob, and which one will be used depends
on network availability. The blue clockwise direction propagates
over MCFs and goes through intermediate Node 1. There a
reconfigurable add-drop multiplexer is employed to drop one of
the classical channels (green) to be processed by the local internet
exchange point, and a new one (yellow) is added towards another
exchange point located at Bob. The rest of the traffic originated at
Alice (both quantum and classical) is forwarded to Bob.

The counter-clockwise route (pink) is composed of a few-mode
fibre link going through intermediate Node 2, before arriving at
Bob. In a slightly different configuration only single-photons are
sent from Alice through this route, since there is no classical
traffic to be dropped at Node 2. At this node, another internet
exchange point adds a classical data stream (blue) to be delivered
at the other exchange point located at Bob. This classical channel
will be coupled into one of the spatial modes (represented as the
dual colour LP11a mode in the fibre cross-section) that are used by
the single-photons, with wavelength separation. At each station
either integrated spatial multiplexers59 or hybrid wavelength/
spatial reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers108 are

Table 2 Quantum information experiments using space-division multiplexing (SDM) fibres.

Year Experiment Fibre type Distance Clock rate Degree-of-freedom Reference

2012 Entanglement distribution FMF 40 cm a Spatial 92

2013 Telecom integration FMF 2m a a 99

2016 QKD+ telecom integration 7-core MCF 53 km 10 GHz Time-bin 100

2017 HD-QKD 4-core MCF 300m 1 kHz Path 79

2017 HD-QKD 7-core MCF (4 used) 3 m 5 kHz Path 80

2017 HD entanglement distribution 4-core MCF 30 cm a Path 93

2017 Entanglement distribution FMF 1 km a Polarisation/time-bin 95

2017 Parallel QKD 7-core MCF (4 used) 3 m 5 kHz Path 81

2018 QKD Ring-core 60m a OAM 82

2018 HD-QKD Ring-core 1.2 km 600MHz OAM 83

2018 Telecom integration 7-core MCF 2.5 km a a 101

2018 Parallel QKD 37-core MCF 7.9 km 595MHz Time-bin 106

2018 HD entanglement distribution FMF 1 km a OAM 96

2019 HD entanglement distribution 4-core MCF 30 cm a Path 94

2019 QKD+ telecom integration 7-core MCF 1 km a a 102

2019 QKD+ telecom integration 7-core MCF 30 km (attenuator) 50MHz Time-bin 103

2019 Telecom integration 19-core MCF 10.1 km a a 104

2019 Telecom integration 7-core MCF 2.5 km a a 107

2019 HD entanglement distribution Ring-core 5m a Hybrid 97

2019 HD entanglement distribution FMF 250m a Hybrid 98

2019 MDI-QRNG 4-core MCF 45 cm 2MHz Path 109

Fibre type can be multi-core fibre (MCF), few-mode fibre (FMF) or ring-core fibre. Telecom integration refers to experiments aimed at characterising the impact of classical data channels on a quantum
channel over SDM fibres. The clock rate refers to the repetition rates where active modulation was employed in the experiment. HD stands for high-dimensional, meaning that more than 2 dimensional
systems were used, QKD for quantum key distribution, MDI-QRNG for measurement device-independent quantum random number generation and OAM for orbital angular momentum
aMeans “not applicable” or no explicit information available
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employed to correctly map each input/output to the corre-
sponding mode in the fibre. This example illustrates a possible
case in network channel allocation, where routes are dynamically
assigned depending on availability. Although the example only
discussed single-photons, sources of entangled photons could be
placed at either the end or intermediate nodes, and entanglement
shared using the same SDM structure as appropriate. For this to
be feasible, the network must be transparent in terms of the
employed SDM technology.

Nevertheless, many challenges await that the community
needs to handle to ensure that experiments based on SDM
technology yield better results. Multi-core fibres have shown
good promise for long-distance propagation and ease of inte-
gration with photonic circuits. Furthermore, high-quality devices
can be built directly in the fibre itself109. Next it is important to
see if they can support propagation distances for high-
dimensional states that is comparable to single-mode fibres (i.e.
hundreds of kms). They also need to be validated for states of
even higher dimensionality, by employing fibres with a higher
core number, such as 7 or 19. Regarding telecom compatibility, it
is important to verify more stringent limits such as noise pro-
duced from non-linear effects such as Raman scattering and
four-wave mixing produced from classical channels in different
wavelengths from different cores.

Although ring-core and even step-index fibres have also proved
fruitful for OAM propagation, further experiments need to be

carried out to verify their support for high-dimensions (only one
experiment managed to go further than OAM qubits, and even then
only OAM qutrits were employed96). This is worth pursuing since
experiments in classical communications show that several modes
can be simultaneously supported110,111, although multiple-input
multiple-output detection was still required, so better mode isolation
will be needed for quantum communication experiments. By far
most OAM-based experiments have resorted to bulk-optics-based
mode sorters, although recent results open up a new path towards
integration for OAM29,58. Few-mode fibres also need to be studied
in this regard, to verify their ability to coherently propagate super-
positions of linearly polarised (LP) modes over long distances. The
successful use of few-mode fibres would open a direct path towards
the transmission of much higher dimensional states, since they
can be directly combined with MCFs. For instance, a fibre
with 36 cores where each core supports the three lowest order
LP modes, yielding a possible 108-dimensional space, has been
demonstrated112.

An important challenge to be tackled comes from the modal
dispersion. This problem is even more critical for entangled states
due to their short coherence time. This has been done so far by
pre-compensating the mode delay before transmission in the
optical fibre83,96. Further efforts need to be carried out to
demonstrate feasibility over much longer distances, as well as
ability to cover compensation for a wide range of modes, aiming
at high-dimensionality.

Box 2 | An example of a hybrid internet scheme based on space-division multiplexing technology

It will be highly desirable to use the same fibre-optical network to deploy quantum and classical communication systems. In the case of a space-division
multiplexing optical network, the classical and quantum channels are allocated to different spatial modes in the fibres, i.e. different cores or transverse
modes within the same fibre. Additional wavelength filtering is also used to complement spatial mode isolation (not shown for simplicity). Alice may
communicate to Bob through two possible routes, depending on current network availability. The blue route (going through intermediate Node 1),
employs multi-core fibres to distribute single-photons and classical traffic to Bob. Cross-sections show the different occupied cores along the links,
identified with different colours. Cross-sections are not to scale, and the few-mode one only shows the core for simplicity. The other (pink) route, uses
few-mode fibres to send the single-photons to Bob, through intermediate Node 2. In both intermediate nodes, reconfigurable optical add-drop
multiplexers are used to inject and remove appropriate classical optical channels from the fibre link. Please see the text for details. FMF: Few-mode
fibre; IXP: Internet exchange point; MCF: Multi-core fibre; QN: Quantum node
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It is quite fortunate that the technological developments that
are sustaining the growth of communication networks can be
directly applied for quantum information technologies. This has
been the case since the dawn of photonic quantum information,
and will continue to be so. We have highlighted here the key
developments in the nascent intersection of SDM and quantum
information, with already many experiments having been able to
directly benefit from SDM. We envisage that (i) integration
between SDM networks and quantum information systems will
be inevitable, and (ii) SDM offers the hardware to support
efficient, high-fidelity, high-dimensional quantum information
processing, which will be a major cornerstone of future devel-
opments in quantum technologies.

Data availability
No datasets were generated or analysed during the current study.
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